
The Great Answer


The great answer to the question of life.


Is forever changing.


The answer is current and follows the stream of concepts expressed in this very 
moment. Just like you. Too figure life out is to figure yourself out.


When you come to truly know yourself you understand that nothing about you is 
static, nothing is fixed. Except one thing. Love.


What makes everything loving is a greater emotional understanding and a deep 
relationship with your intuition. That is your soul. That is you.


All of this without judgement.


All judgement is happening within you where you cannot accept your mistakes 
created from a narrow emotional understanding actually more in touch with your 

intellect and not your intuition.


You wish to get rid and justify this because it hurts and so instead of taking 
responsibility for it you project that onto others.


In your purest form.

You are innocence.


If you can return to that every once in a while.

You will receive a greater understanding because you will not have rational 

judgement tainting the clarity of what is to be received.


A thought is generated.


Wisdom is downloaded.


Doing. Non-doing.


How do we treat a wound?

We care for it with love.


We don’t jam a screwdriver inside and poke around.

We let the wound speak.


The wound is coming from hurt.




The wound is scared and vulnerable.


It’s wide open!


If the wound perceives any indication that it’s not fresh air around it but instead 
polluted destructive gas. The wound won’t let itself be healed. It will close up.


This is you.

You are wounded.


And so you have to make yourself an environment for the wound to heal.


You have to become loving towards yourself.


A great way to do so is to be creative.

And also to have a sense of humour.


In time.


You will heal, and the wounds of the past will become scars.


Just as long as this is your desire.


And you know what it takes to care.

And you know what it takes to scare.


You can’t fight fire with fire.


A scale of imbalance cannot be leveled with more weights on the weighted side.


You have to counter act everything.


If you don’t know where to start?

Ask yourself!


And begin today to know thyself.

Start having a completely open and free relationship with yourself.


Who knows maybe you become the best of friends!


And now you can share that with somebody.

Because we can only give away what we have.


Anything else is an attempt to give love.

That is often expressed as something material.


Like something physical.


Connect with your soul, and then you can connect your true self to another.


XOXO // Lars


